WILDLIFE PARK ( ZOO )

Activities:
Depart from Hotel for about 45 minutes (18km) in leisurely drive to reach WILDLIFE PARK,
upon arrival our local guide will escort you all the way in the park, you can see BORNEO and
MALAYSIA wild animals such as ORANG UTAN, PROBOSCIS MONKEY, ASIAN ELEPHANT,
RHINO, ASIAN TIGER, HORNBILL BIRDS, SNAKE and many more are waiting for u to visiting
and feed them.

Price:

Things to bring/wear:

(02-04PAX)RM130.00(A)RM100.00(C)

-Cap/Hat

(05-07PAX)RM120.00(A)RM90.00(C)

-Extra pocket money

(08-10PAX)RM110.00(A)RM80.00(C)

-Comfortable wears(Casual wear)

(11-13PAX)RM100.00(A)RM70.00(C)

-Umbrella and Camera

REMARKS:
**Rate quoted based on MALAYSIA RINGGIT(MYR)**
**All bookings to be made in writing and are subject to tour’s availability**
**Car petrol fee, driver, guide and meals are included**
**Exclude travel insurance**We highly recommended BY LAW all tour members own purchase
travel insurance to protect their travel plan**
**Booking for School Holidays, Malaysia Holidays’ season reservation have to make 30 days
before and subject to availability. Deposit is necessary to pay during peak seasons.**
**Payment: 30% deposit upon confirmation and 70% balance payment should be made at least
3 weeks before the schedule date of arrival**
**Any hotel-bookings made with our company, customers should pay first. Once payment is
made, it is non-refundable**

LIABILITY:
**First Choice Travel is not responsible for any loss or damages to the suitcases(including the
contents), carry-on items that may or have been damaged. Cash, jewelry and electronic
devices(Mobile phones, laptops and other electronic devices) that may be lost or damaged, the
company will not be taking any responsibility on it.**
**The organizer has the sole and absolute discretion to cancel or shorten their duration of any
tour in the event of force injuries, hostilities, accidents, bad weather or other circumstances
beyond the control of the organizer.**
**The organizer shall be relieved from all liabilities of any injuries, deaths, damages, losses and
accidents be it the injury is serious or mild or if the injury resulting directly or indirectly from
Acts of God.**

CANCELLATION:
- Cancel less than 14 days before schedule date, a cancellation fee of 30% will be imposed
- Cancel less than 7 days before schedule date, a cancellation fee of 50% will be imposed
- Cancel less than 48 working hours before schedule date, a cancellation fee of 100% will be
imposed

